If you go to Florida, don’t miss the following attractions:

A. Enjoy a tour of the Kennedy Space Center where rockets are launched. Walk through the ‘rocket garden’. Experience the excitement of the Apollo 8 moon launch.

B. Walt Disney World near Orlando is the biggest theme park in the world. It’s twice the size of Manhattan, so if you stayed there a week, you wouldn’t get around all of it. Actually there are four parts: the Magic Kingdom (mainly for kids), the Epcot Center (science and technology), Disney-MGM Studios and Disney’s Animal Kingdom.

C. Orlando has plenty of other attractions. At Sea World you can walk through a glass tunnel and get very close to a real shark. At Universal Orlando you can ride through a movie.

D. Ocean Drive, Miami Beach, is probably the trendiest place on earth. Models are sometimes photographed in front of its beautiful pink, blue and yellow buildings.

E. Take a boat trip or a bike trip in Everglades National Park. But don’t feed the alligators. If you do, they might bite your arm off. Members of the Miccosukee tribe live in Everglades, and you can visit the Miccosukee Indian village.

F. Drive a hundred miles over 31 islands to Key West, where the writer Ernest Hemingway lived. Here people come to Mallory Square every evening to watch the beautiful sunset. And if you aren’t interested in seeing the sunset, you can watch the clowns, jugglers and fire-eaters.

Task:
Which paragraph (A-F) from above belongs to each picture?
Write down the letter of the paragraph and the name of the tourist attraction.